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Abstract

Anti-angiogenic therapies are effective for the treatment of cancer, a variety of ocular diseases, and have potential benefits in cardiovascular disease, arthritis, and psoriasis. We have previously shown that protective antigen (PA), a non-pathogenic component of anthrax toxin, is an inhibitor of angiogenesis, apparently as a result of interaction with the cell surface receptors capillary morphogenesis gene 2 (CMG2) protein and tumor endothelial marker 8 (TEM8). Hence, molecules that bind the anthrax toxin receptors may be effective to slow or halt pathological vascular growth. Here we describe development and testing of an effective homogeneous steady-state fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) high throughput screening assay designed to identify molecules that inhibit binding of PA to CMG2. Molecules identified in the screen can serve as potential lead compounds for the development of anti-angiogenic and anti-anthrax therapies. The assay to screen for inhibitors of this protein–protein interaction is sensitive and robust, with observed Z’ values as high as 0.92. Preliminary screens conducted with a library of known bioactive compounds identified tannic acid and cisplatin as inhibitors of the PA-CMG2 interaction. We have confirmed that tannic acid both binds CMG2 and has anti-endothelial properties. In contrast, cisplatin appears to inhibit PA-CMG2 interaction by binding both PA and CMG2, and observed cisplatin anti-angiogenic effects are not mediated by interaction with CMG2. This work represents the first reported high throughput screening assay targeting CMG2 to identify possible inhibitors of both angiogenesis and anthrax intoxication.

Introduction

Angiogenesis is the process of blood vessel formation that occurs when new capillaries sprout from pre-existing vessels [1]. It is a biological process that is normally only seen in the female reproductive system, in fetal development, and in wound healing [1–4]. Angiogenesis is required for any process that results in the accumulation of more than a few microns of new tissue, as well as many processes involving tissue remodeling. As such, it is a characteristic of multiple common disease pathologies that involve inappropriate tissue development [5], including cancer [6,7], cardiovascular disease, arthritis, psoriasis, several rare genetic diseases [8], and a variety of eye disorders, including macular degeneration [9], diabetic retinopathy [10], herpetic keratitis, trachoma, and retinopathy of prematurity [11]. Therapies that target angiogenesis can thus be used to halt or slow the development of these disorders, and have been shown to be effective in a variety of diseases [12–15].

We have previously demonstrated that protective antigen (PA), a non-pathogenic component of the anthrax toxin which binds to endothelial cell surface receptors, can inhibit angiogenesis [16]. Treatment with a PA mutant (PA\textsuperscript{SSSR}), with three altered amino acids [17], increased inhibition of vessel growth in both VEGF- and bFGF-induced corneal neovascularization assays, inhibited migration of endothelial cells, and resulted in pronounced (≥40%) reductions in tumor growth [16]. Anthrax toxin binds and co-opts two endothelial cell surface receptors, anthrax toxin receptor 1 (ANTXR1; also called tumor endothelial marker 8, TEM8) [18], and anthrax toxin receptor 2 (ANTXR2; also called capillary morphogenesis gene 2 protein, CMG2) [19]. Significantly, PA mutants that do not bind these receptors do not inhibit angiogenesis, and the binding affinity of individual PA mutants for the receptors correlates with their degree of inhibition [16]. These data strongly suggest that interaction with an anthrax receptor is responsible for the anti-angiogenic effects of PA\textsuperscript{SSSR}.

The normal biological function(s) of TEM8 and CMG2 have not been fully described, although the existing data indicates that these receptors are involved in angiogenic processes, consistent with the observed impact of PA\textsuperscript{SSSR} binding on angiogenesis. Both receptors contain a von Willebrand A or integrin-like inserted I domain, with 60% identity in this region, and are the closest related proteins to integrins, which are involved in cell binding to a variety of extracellular matrix components. TEM8 was initially
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identified as a protein expressed on colon tumor endothelium, but not on normal endothelial cells [20], and was subsequently detected in a variety of angiogenic or cancerous endothelial cell types [21,22]. TEM8 knockout mice demonstrate alterations in extracellular matrix deposition, and changes in the growth rate of specific tumors [23]. Importantly, TEM8 expression is upregulated in tumor-associated endothelial cells, and receptor expression is linked to disease progression in several cancer types [22,24,25]. Protein overexpression and gene knockdown experiments demonstrate that TEM8 is involved in endothelial cell migration and tube formation [26] via interactions with the extracellular matrix component collagen a3(VI) [27], and linkage to the actin cytoskeleton [28]. Finally, TEM8-specific antibodies strongly inhibit the growth of a variety of solid tumors, but have no effect on either the matrigel plug angiogenesis assay, or on wound healing, suggesting some tumor specificity in TEM8 expression [29]. CMG2 is similarly involved in angiogenic processes. The receptor was initially identified as the product of the capillary morphogenesis gene 2, which is upregulated in endothelial cells during capillary formation in collagen gel [30]. CMG2 binds both laminin and collagen type IV [30], suggesting that like TEM8, this receptor’s physiological role involves interactions with the extracellular matrix that are required for angiogenesis. Indeed, the receptor is highly expressed in both normal and cancerous vasculature, and its pattern of expression colocalizes with collagen type IV [31]. Genetic mutations in CMG2 result in the related disorders juvenile hyaline fibromatosis and infantile systemic hyalinosis [32] that are characterized by multiple recurring tumors and inappropriate deposition of hyalin, an extracellular matrix material. Like TEM8 knockout mice, female mice which lack the CMG2 receptor do not give birth, an effect apparently mediated by defects in uterine extracellular matrix remodeling [33–35]. Importantly, venous endothelial cells that overexpress CMG2 show increased proliferation and formation of capillary-like networks, while CMG2 knockout cells demonstrate significantly impaired endothelial cell proliferation [31]. Together, the TEM8 and CMG2 data suggest that binding of endogenous ligands to anthrax toxin receptors is involved in angiogenic processes in vivo, and that inhibition of these interactions by competing ligands should inhibit vascular growth. Hence, ANTXR-targeted small molecule angiogenesis inhibitors represent a new strategy for anti-angiogenic therapy.

Inhibition of the receptor-ligand interaction could also be used as an anthrax therapy. Anthrax intoxication begins when PA binds to CMG2 or TEM8 on the cell surface, prompting cleavage of PA by cell-surface proteases [36], oligomerization to a heptameric species, complex formation with the pathogenic toxin components, Lethal Factor (LF) and Edema Factor (EF) [37], and their subsequent delivery to the interior of the cell via endocytosis [38–40]. The low pH of the mature endosome then prompts toxin rearrangement and translocation of EF and LF to the cytosol [41]. Since receptor binding is the first step in this process, inhibition of receptor binding is a plausible treatment for anthrax intoxication, and small molecules that block the interaction(s) of PA with its receptors would be effective anthrax toxin inhibitors. Previous attempts to generate anthrax therapies [42–56] have targeted several individual steps in the process of anthrax endocytosis, but only a single study addresses receptor inhibition via receptor binding [57]. Importantly, unlike other proposed therapies, receptor-targeted therapies can circumvent the traditional difficulty of testing anthrax inhibitors with active toxin in vivo, because compounds could be initially tested for their safety and cytotoxicity in the context of ocular or cancer related angiogenesis.

We have developed a high throughput screening assay to identify potential inhibitors of the interaction between PA and the ATR2 (CMG2) receptor. The assay is based on fluorescence or Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) observed upon interaction of dye-labeled PA and a dye-labeled CMG2 truncation. Steady-state FRET-based assays like this are ideally suited for high throughput screening (HTS) methodology because they are simple, sensitive, and easily automated. When conducted ratiometrically, these measurements yield a quantitative readout of the macromolecular association state that is corrected for experimental fluctuations occurring between or across well-plates, including differences in excitation power, pathlength, and photobleaching. Here we demonstrate a ratiometric steady-state FRET-based screening assay that is highly effective and capable of identifying potential PA-CMG2 inhibitors. The anti-angiogenic effects of compounds identified from preliminary screens of small molecule libraries are characterized and described.

**Results**

**FRET screening assay design**

FRET is the highly distant-dependent through-space transfer of energy from a fluorescent donor to an acceptor molecule. FRET between dye-labeled molecules occurs in cases when the donor dye’s fluorescence emission spectrum overlaps with an acceptor dye’s excitation spectrum. In this case, when the fluorescence of the donor molecule is excited directly, a portion of that excitation energy can be funneled to the acceptor molecule instead of being followed solely by emission at the characteristic emission wavelength of the donor dye. What is observed, instead, is decreased emission of the donor, accompanied by increased (or sensitized) emission for the second, acceptor, dye. Importantly, such energy transfer can only occur when the two dyes are in close spatial proximity (typically less than 100 Å). Hence, FRET is a sensitive probe of macromolecular association. FRET has been used previously to measure the kinetics and stoichiometry of PA binding to a soluble truncation of the extracellular domain of CMG2 [58]. Here we describe an adaptation of this assay for high throughput screening.

Using directly labeled protein reagents in a simple homogeneous assay format, we have developed a nearly ideal high throughput FRET screening assay to identify small molecules and natural product extracts that inhibit the PA-CMG2 protein-protein interaction. As with other FRET assays, the screening assay uses interactions between fluorescent labels on the two proteins to report binding. We expressed, purified, and covalently labeled a single cysteine PA mutant, PAE733C*, with an Alexa Fluor 488 label (AF488; λ_em = 485 nm; λ_ex = 525 nm). This labeled PA was designed to be the FRET donor. A truncated soluble version of CMG2 consisting of amino acid residues 40–217 containing the mutations R40C and C178A (CMG2R40C) [58] was also expressed, purified, and covalently labeled with Alexa Fluor 546 (AF546; λ_em = 546 nm; λ_ex = 570 nm). This labeled CMG2 was designed to be the FRET acceptor. To show energy transfer between dye-labeled PA and CMG2, we made an equimolar mixture (10 nM) of the two labeled proteins that was excited at 485 nm, which predominantly excites PAE733C*AF488, the donor molecule. Specific spectral changes relative to free protein were observed under these conditions. Figure 1A shows the emission spectrum of 10 nM PAE733C*AF488 alone (solid line), overlaid with the emission spectrum of an equimolar mixture of the PAE733C*AF488 and CMG2R40C*AF546 (dashed line). A clear decrease in PAE733C*AF488 emission intensity was observed at ~525 nm (donor quenching) for the mixture, together with enhancement of
the emission intensity of the CMG2<sup>R40C*AF546</sup> acceptor dye at ~570 nm (sensitized emission). These significant spectral changes strongly suggest energy transfer between the dyes, reflecting PA-CMG2 binding. Rather than simply using either the decreased donor emission or the increased acceptor emission to assess the degree of binding, we have used a ratio of their values (i.e., FRET ratio = I<sub>acceptor</sub>/I<sub>donor</sub>) to gauge binding; the ratio corrects for instrumental fluctuations and helps minimize possible systematic errors in the fluorescence measurements.

Prior to screening, we were concerned about potential photoluminescence or autofluorescence of compounds in the screening library. Hence, we also tested the protein reagents labeled with an alternate red-shifted dye-pair, in case we observed competing luminescence from significant numbers of library compounds using 485 nm excitation. Similar to the results for the AF488/AF546 dye-pair labeled proteins, we observed significant energy transfer in the observed fluorescence emission spectra when 10 nM PA<sup>E733C*AF561</sup> and CMG2<sup>R40C*AF647</sup> were mixed (Figure 1B). Again, we observed a clear decrease in intensity of AF568 dye-labeled PA donor emission intensity at ~605 nm (donor quenching) and enhancement of the intensity of AF647 dye-labeled CMG2 acceptor at ~675 nm (sensitized emission) was observed. Slightly less energy transfer was observed for AF568/AF647 dye-pair relative to the original AF488/AF546 dye-pair, presumably due to differences in the relative Förster distances for the two dye pairs. Only a small percentage of the tested library compounds had sufficient luminescence to interfere with assay performance in the pilot screens reported here; therefore, we used the slightly better performing AF488/AF546 dye pair in all subsequent screening experiments. We expect that this alternate dye pair could be used to achieve excellent assay performance in conditions where compounds have significant short wavelength background fluorescence.

The goal of our high throughput screen was to identify compounds that inhibit the PA-CMG2 interaction. Because the observed FRET is sensitive to the PA-CMG2 interaction, it is dramatically reduced in the presence of compounds that inhibit the interaction. For example, addition of EDTA, which shifts the K<sub>d</sub> by orders of magnitude [58], causes a two-fold reduction in the fluorescence emission ratio (R = I<sub>AF488-PDA/AF546-CMG2</sub>/R = I<sub>590 nm</sub>/I<sub>535 nm</sub>), reflecting substantially reduced PA-CMG2 binding under the conditions of the validation assay (see below). This reduction in FRET ratio in the presence of inhibitors became the basis for the subsequent high throughput assay. Using the AF488/AF546 dye pair described above, we measured the FRET ratio for PA<sup>E733C*AF561</sup> and CMG2<sup>R40C*AF546</sup> in the presence of possible inhibitors, and compared that value to that for labeled PA and CMG2 alone. Significant reductions in observed FRET ratio were then used to infer inhibition of the PA-CMG2 interaction by individual library compounds.

More specifically, the high throughput screening assay measures the FRET between CMG2 and PA in 384 well-plates in the presence of potential inhibitors. Aliquots of CMG2 were added to individual wells, followed by addition of small volumes of test compound, incubation to allow possible interaction of the test compound with CMG2, and addition of an aliquot of PA. After further incubation, the fluorescence intensities at 535 nm (AF488-labeled PA donor) and 595 nm (AF546-labeled CMG2 acceptor) were read for each well. The ratio of these values (F<sub>595/F535</sub>) was calculated for each well and compared to the corresponding ratio for the negative control (no added compound) and positive control (EDTA added with the CMG2 solution) on each well-plate. To correct for possible day to day or plate to plate variation, a value for the fraction inhibition could also be calculated relative to the controls on each plate (Inorm = (R<sub>obs</sub>-R<sub>neg</sub>)/(R<sub>pos</sub>-R<sub>neg</sub>); this value reflects a normalized value for inhibition of the PA-CMG2 interaction. In this case, zero normalized inhibition reflects no inhibition (equal to the negative control) and a normalized inhibition value of 1 reflects complete inhibition (equal to the EDTA positive control). To minimize use of library compounds and the possibility of false positives, potential inhibitors were tested in duplicate (i.e., were added to each of two wells). To determine whether individual compounds qualified as “hits”, the observed FRET ratios (F<sub>595/F535</sub>) were averaged for all wells without EDTA in a given plate, and the standard deviation of this mean was calculated. Based on this standard deviation, an arbitrary cutoff FRET ratio was assigned that was three standard deviations (i.e., 3<i>s</i><sub>F595/F535</sub>) lower than the negative control. When both wells of an individual compound had FRET ratios below this cutoff, the compound was assigned as a “hit”. This cutoff assignment could also be performed using a normalized fraction inhibition rather than absolute FRET ratios.

**High throughput screen optimization and validation**

Within the context of the high throughput screen described above, it was necessary to adjust experimental conditions to optimize assay performance. The overall performance of a screening assay is related to multiple parameters that include stability, sensitivity, reproducibility, robustness, and well-to-well variation across the screening plate. Most of these parameters affect the observed Z’ value, which is calculated from the standard deviation of the positive and negative control wells.[59] As a result, the Z’ value can be used to assess assay performance, based on measurements of the positive and negative controls alone. As described above, the negative control was assigned as the observed FRET ratio in the absence of any inhibitor, while the positive control was assigned as the observed FRET ratio in the presence of EDTA, a potent inhibitor of CMG2 binding. Generally, a Z’>0.5 is the minimum acceptable value for an interpretable screening assay while Z’>0.7 is considered a good result. Higher Z’-values are even better. During the optimization and validation phases of development, assay solution and acquisition parameters were adjusted to optimize Z’.

First, the concentration of the labeled proteins was adjusted to minimize reagent consumption and any inner-filter effect(s), while
maximizing signal intensity. High signal-to-noise measurements minimize instrument noise and decrease standard deviations to improve Z'. The optimal concentrations were found to be 7.5 nM PAE733C*AF488 and 13 nM CMG240C*AF546. Given the high affinity of the PA-CMG2 interactions ($K_d = 170$ pm [58]), these concentrations are consistent with quantitative binding of CMG2 to PA in the absence of inhibitor.

We monitored Z' as a function of PA-CMG2 equilibration time to ensure that the equilibration time was sufficient to achieve optimal assay performance. These experiments revealed that initial experimental conditions resulted in a time-dependent decrease in Z', as well as Z' values below acceptable limits (data not shown). We suspected that since we were using very dilute protein solutions in the assay, non-specific binding of the labeled protein reagents onto the well-plate was the cause of the observed decrease in Z'. Consistent with this hypothesis, a stable Z' was observed when the experiment was repeated with the addition of 0.1 mg/ml BSA or 0.075% (v/v) Tween-20 to the CMG2 solution. Addition of Tween-20 may have an additional beneficial effect, since aggregating nonspecific compounds can create false “hits” during screening that can be ameliorated by addition of a detergent [60]. As a result, Tween-20 was included in all subsequent experiments. Figure 2 shows Z' as function of PA-CMG2 equilibration time in the presence of Tween-20. These data indicate that optimal assay performance is achieved with a 2–4 hour incubation, presumably reflecting complete binding of PA to CMG2 in this time frame. This observation is consistent with the published association kinetics in this system ($k_a = 1.1 \times 10^5$ M$^{-1}$·s$^{-1}$ [58]), which predict complete binding of CMG2 by PA within this time frame at these protein concentrations. PA was incubated with CMG2 for 4 hours prior to fluorescence measurement in all subsequent validation and pilot screening assays.

As part of our analysis of the effects of incubation time on assay performance, we also tested the use of different well-plate materials in the presence of Tween-20. We observed different assay performance in polystyrene, polypropylene, and specialized polypropylene plates designed to reduce nonspecific binding to well surfaces (Figure 2). These data indicate that the material composition of the well-plates affects assay performance, even in the presence of Tween-20. Although the specialized low-binding polypropylene plates produced the highest Z' value, their higher cost was prohibitive in our situation, and all subsequent screens were carried out with polystyrene well-plates, the next best performer.

As library compounds were to be added in DMSO solutions, we also evaluated the effect of DMSO on assay performance. While addition of 10% of the total assay volume of DMSO had a significant but small effect on the assay (10% reduction in Z'), a 1% DMSO addition had no measureable effect on Z', and was used in the subsequent pilot and library screenings.

These data were used to develop an optimized screening assay protocol (see Materials and Methods). Specifically, a CMG2 solution containing Tween-20 was added to individual wells of polystyrene well-plates, followed by pin transfer of small volumes of library compounds in volumes sufficiently small to keep total DMSO concentrations low (<1% v/v) and an equilibration designed to allow interaction of potential inhibitors with CMG2 prior to addition of PA. Addition of PA solution to each well was followed by a 4 hour incubation of PA with CMG2. Delivered concentrations of CMG2 and PA were chosen to ensure that their final concentrations in solution reached optimal levels. Negative controls (no added library compound) and positive controls (EDTA added to the CMG2 solution to prevent PA binding) were present on each plate. Comparison of measured FRET ratios for inhibitor and control wells was then used to assess possible inhibition of PA-CMG2 binding by library compounds.

These optimized conditions were used for validation of the PA-CMG2 screening assay. In this validation assay, half of the wells in each plate were assigned to positive control conditions, while the other half were negative controls. These data are shown in Figure 3. Two well-separated tight clusters of data are observed; one for the positive control, and one for the negative control. These same data are shown in a histogram format in Figure 3B, expressed as a ratio of the fluorescence intensities. These data demonstrate that binding and inhibition are extremely well separated in our screen, a result which promotes sensitive detection of binding inhibition. The validation assay results reflect outstanding assay performance, with measured Z' values consistently at or above 0.9.

![Figure 2. Time course of measured Z'. Z' was measured over time in polystyrene (○), polypropylene (▲), and commercially available low-binding (□) 384 well-plates. All wells contained 7.5 nM PAE733C*AF488 and 13 nM CMG240C*AF546 in HBST plus either 5 mM NaCl (negative control; 168 wells) or 5 mM EDTA (positive control; inhibitor; 168 wells).](doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0039911.g002)

![Figure 3. PA-CMG2 high throughput screening assay performance. A polystyrene 384 well-plate filled with 7.5 nM PAE733C*AF488 and 13 nM CMG240C*AF546 in HBST plus either 5 mM NaCl (negative control; 168 wells) or 5 mM EDTA (positive control; inhibitor; 168 wells). A) Scatter plot of donor ($\lambda_{em} = 535$ nm) and acceptor ($\lambda_{em} = 595$ nm) emission showing the shift induced by addition of EDTA (positive inhibitor control). B) Histogram of the $F_{595\ nm}/F_{535\ nm}$ ratio taken from the same data. For these data Z' = 0.91.](doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0039911.g003)
Pilot screening with the PA-CMG2 assay successfully identified CMG2 inhibitors with anti-angiogenic properties.

Using the optimized and validated assay, we screened a small library of 2,640 known bioactive small molecules. The library was selected for structural diversity and includes many classes of compounds, including ion channel blockers, GPCR ligands, second messenger modulators, nuclear receptor ligands, actin and tubulin ligands, kinase inhibitors, protease inhibitors, gene regulation agents, lipid biosynthesis inhibitors, as well as other well-characterized compounds that perturb cell pathways. Approximately 50% of FDA-approved drugs are included in the library, including a significant subset of substances known to influence brain activity. Hence, the library was not biased towards anti-angiogenic or anti-cancer activity. Figure 4 shows data from the pilot screen of this library. Only two of the compound solutions tested, cisplatin and tannic acid, had a $F_{595\text{ nm}}/F_{535\text{ nm}}$ ratio greater than 3 standard deviations from the plate mean for both of the duplicate wells, indicating significant and repeatable inhibition of the PA-CMG2 interaction. Both solutions were analyzed with respect to inhibition of PA-CMG2 binding, disruption of angiogenesis, and interaction with CMG2.

As shown in Figure 5A, cisplatin inhibits the PA-CMG2 interaction with an IC$_{50}$ of 34 µM, measured using the FRET assay; the IC$_{50}$ curve had a Hill coefficient indistinguishable from one, indicating that inhibition likely occurs by formation of a 1:1 complex. Cisplatin also had statistically significant anti-angiogenic effects. Cisplatin inhibits cell migration in a dose-dependent manner (Figure 6A), and has a modest but statistically significant effect on corneal vessel growth (Figure 6C). However, since cisplatin is a known DNA cross-linker with established cytotoxicity [61], observed anti-angiogenic effects could result from mechanisms unrelated to CMG2 binding. Indeed, cell proliferation experiments designed to investigate cisplatin cytotoxicity showed statistically significant reductions in cell proliferation following long incubation with cisplatin (Figure 6B), suggesting the possibility that cytotoxicity could contribute to cisplatin’s inhibition of cell migration and corneal vessel growth.

We carried out follow-up binding studies to provide support for direct interaction of cisplatin with CMG2. We could not detect cisplatin interaction with CMG2 by surface plasmon resonance (SPR) (Figures 7A and B). However, since cisplatin is a relatively small molecule (MW 300), and SPR detects intermolecular association via mass increases, a negative SPR result under these conditions does not completely rule out cisplatin binding. As a result, we also conducted a kinetic assay to investigate interaction of cisplatin with CMG2. In these experiments, labeled CMG2 was first preincubated with cisplatin at concentrations likely to result in significant interaction (i.e. 10X the IC$_{50}$ measured by FRET), then rapidly diluted with a solution of labeled PA to cisplatin concentrations at least 10-fold below the measured IC$_{50}$. Under these conditions, any preformed cisplatin-CMG2 complex must dissociate before the FRET positive PA-CMG2 complex can form. As a result, reductions in the observed association rate of CMG2-PA in the presence of cisplatin provides evidence for interaction of cisplatin with CMG2. As shown in Figure 8, preincubation with cisplatin had a profound effect on CMG2-PA binding, indicating that the compound interacts with CMG2. However, similar kinetic experiments also indicate interaction of cisplatin with PA; preincubation of cisplatin with labeled PA before addition of excess labeled CMG2 resulted in nearly identical disruption of CMG2-PA binding. Hence, cisplatin is a nonspecific inhibitor of PA-CMG2 binding that interacts with both CMG2 and PA. Indeed, interaction of cisplatin with PA has been previously reported [62]. The inhibition appears irreversible for both proteins, as evidenced by the failure of both samples to show any association with an excess of the alternate protein after incubation with cisplatin (Figure 8). As cisplatin is a known cross-linker, it is possible that cisplatin inhibits the PA-CMG2 interaction via formation of covalent adducts. Thus, while cisplatin is not a viable therapeutic lead compound, its isolation demonstrates that the FRET high throughput screen was effective in identifying an effective inhibitor of PA-CMG2 interaction.

We also characterized the binding and anti-angiogenic properties of the tannic acid solution. We used the FRET assay to assess
IC$_{50}$ of tannic acid on the PA-CMG2 interaction. As shown in Figure 5B, the tannic acid IC$_{50}$ curve was complex, suggesting multiple binding modes or the presence of impurities with a range of binding affinities. Due to the complex binding isotherm, we could not determine an IC$_{50}$. However, these binding data indicate that there are concentrations of tannic acid that clearly inhibit PA-CMG2 interaction. Hence, isolation of tannic acid in the high throughput screen was not a false positive. Binding of the tannic acid solution to CMG2 was corroborated by SPR. As shown in Figures 7C and D, addition of aliquots of the tannic acid solution to CMG2 result in clear changes in SPR behavior relative to CMG2, versus control sensor surface. These data were not collected under conditions that allowed quantitative determination of binding affinity; however, the data indicate significant interaction of CMG2 with tannic acid or other solution components at a total concentration of 1$\mu$M, suggesting dissociation constants similar to or lower than this value.

Figure 6. In vitro and in vivo effects of identified PA-CMG2 inhibitors. A) The effect of various concentrations of cisplatin or tannic acid on endothelial cell migration toward serum-containing medium; effects of PA administration are shown for comparison. Error bars represent standard deviation of the mean (SD; n=12, 4 10X fields from 3 membranes). Statistically significant differences between inhibitor-containing and inhibitor-free conditions (as determined by the Holm–Bonferroni method) are shown by asterisks (*) preceding the concentration on the horizontal axis. Each of these experiments was repeated at least twice with concordant results. B) The effect of various concentrations of cisplatin and tannic acid on cell survival and proliferation. Proliferation assays were performed for 24 (dark bars) and 72 hours (light bars) in the indicated concentration of cisplatin and tannic acid and cell numbers assessed using Cyquant and normalized to controls fixed in ethanol at time 0. At 24 hours, the highest concentration of each molecule resulted in statistically significant increases (as determined by t-test); however following Bonferroni correction, these differences were not significant. At 72 hours all cisplatin doses resulted in statistically significant decreases in cell number (as determined by the Holm–Bonferroni method). Error bars represent SD, n=3 wells. For DMSO, 7 concentrations from 0.001% to 1% were assessed and no significant difference was observed among conditions. Therefore these data were pooled and thus for this sample n=21 wells. No significant difference between DMSO-containing and media-only samples was observed (t-test). C) Effect of treatment with 4 mg/kg/day cisplatin on vessel area in the corneal micropocket assay. Error bars represent SEM (n=10 eyes). The observed difference is statistically significant (p<0.03 by t-test). No animal weight loss with cisplatin administration was observed. D) Representative image of control eye vessel area. E) Representative image of cisplatin treated mouse eye vessel area. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0039911.g006
We assessed the anti-angiogenic effects of this tannic acid solution using the endothelial cell migration assay (Figure 6A) and observed statistically significant inhibition. This inhibition did not appear to reflect cytotoxicity, as no statistically significant effect on cell proliferation was observed over the range of concentrations that inhibited cell migration (Figure 6B). Hence, tannic acid, or impurities in this tannic acid solution, both bind CMG2 and inhibit angiogenesis. We also measured in vivo anti-angiogenic effects of tannic acid using the corneal pocket assay. While inhibition of corneal vessel growth was observed (data not shown), solution concentrations that inhibited corneal angiogenesis also resulted in animal weight loss, indicating that the observed reduction in angiogenesis is likely a result of compound toxicity, rather than a specific effect. Thus, we do not cite this data as supportive of tannic acid’s ability to inhibit angiogenesis.

Discussion

We have developed a high throughput screening assay to identify possible inhibitors of the interaction between PA and the CMG2 (ATR2) receptor. CMG2 has at least ten-fold higher affinity for PA than does TEM8 [33], is expressed alongside TEM8 in tumor cells, and has four-fold higher expression in endothelial cells [31] than is TEM8. Hence, while both TEM8 and CMG2 are of potential interest as targets for anti-angiogenic therapies, our first screens focused on CMG2. Data described here outlines the development and validation of a sensitive mix and measure homogeneous high throughput screening assay for inhibitors of PA-CMG2 interactions, based on FRET between dye-labeled proteins. Assay performance was characterized based on measured Z’ values. A consistently high Z’ value (Z’≥0.9) was observed for this high throughput screening assay, indicating exceptional performance. This assay is therefore highly sensitive to compounds that inhibit PA-CMG2 interactions and could be used to effectively generate lead compounds for cancer, other angiogenesis related diseases, and anthrax toxin therapies. In addition, small molecule inhibitors identified by this assay could potentially be used to investigate both the biological function of CMG2 and the molecular recognition processes operating at the cell surface.

Initial screening of a relatively small library resulted in identification of two compounds as inhibitors of the PA-CMG2 interaction. The first compound hit, cisplatin, has an established history as an anti-cancer agent and a wide range of documented physiological effects, largely mediated by DNA adduct formation. However, secondary binding analysis of cisplatin indicates that this compound inhibits PA-CMG2 binding by interaction with PA, as well as CMG2, and any observed anti-angiogenic effects caused by cisplatin administration may reflect mechanisms other than CMG2 binding, including formation of possible DNA adducts. The second hit, tannic acid, both binds CMG2 and inhibits angiogenesis as measured by endothelial cell migration. Tannic acid has multiple previously reported bioactivities including anti-angiogenic properties such as inhibition of cell migration and angiogenesis [63] and anti-cancer action in a variety of cancer cell [64] and tumor types [65–68]. Our identification of this tannic acid solution as a PA-CMG2 inhibitor suggests that one mechanism of tannic acid bioactivity may involve interactions with CMG2 that impact angiogenesis.

We cannot unequivocally conclude that the inhibitor isolated in this screen disrupts angiogenesis exclusively by interacting with CMG2. For example, we cannot rule out an anti-angiogenic effect exerted through a non-CMG2-mediated pathway, although its observed angiogenic activity is consistent with inhibition of CMG2. In addition, it is possible that the observed effects on angiogenesis result from cross-reactivity with TEM8. Both receptors are present in the corneal micropocket and endothelial cell migration assays, and given the relatively high sequence homology of TEM8 with CMG2, we suspect that some overlap in
recognition is likely to occur. We are currently involved in additional high throughputs screens to identify inhibitors of PA-TEM8 binding, and are interested to correlate results from these two studies.

Given its large range of bioactivities, tannic acid may not be a viable therapeutic lead. However, its identification in this screen is proof of principle that a simple, sensitive, and robust high throughput screening assay can identify compounds that inhibit the PA-CMG2 interaction and have potential anti-angiogenic properties. We anticipate that these observations will lay the groundwork for additional high throughput screens for PA-CMG2 inhibitors based on substantially larger libraries.

Materials and Methods

Protein expression, purification, and labeling

PA\textsuperscript{E733C} and CMG2\textsuperscript{R40C} site-directed mutants were cloned, expressed in BL21 DE3 Star E. coli (Invitrogen), and purified using combinations of ion exchange (HP Q-Sepharose; GE Healthcare), affinity (GST Bind Agarose; Novagen), and size exclusion chromatography (Sephacryl 200HR; GE Healthcare) similar to those methods previously reported [58]. Protein purity was determined to be \( \geq 85\% \) by SDS-PAGE with Coomassie staining. These single cysteine mutants were labeled with either Alexa fluor 488 C\textsubscript{5} maleimide, Alexa fluor 546 C\textsubscript{2} maleimide, Alexa fluor 568 C\textsubscript{2} maleimide, Alexa fluor 647 C\textsubscript{2} maleimide (Invitrogen), or maleimide-PEG2-biotin (Pierce) using manufacturer recommended methods. The dye: protein ratios of all protein (Invitrogen), or maleimide-PEG2-biotin (Pierce) using manufacturer recommended methods. The dye: protein ratios of all protein

Fluorescence spectra and inhibitor IC\textsubscript{50}

All fluorescence spectra were acquired using a spectrofluorometer (QM-4; Photon Technology International) with a 75 W Xe arc lamp excitation and photon counting photomultiplier detection. Slits for both the excitation and emission monochromators were set to achieve a 4 nm band pass. Briefly, fluorescence spectra 10 nM solutions of either PA\textsuperscript{E733C*AF488} or mixtures of PA\textsuperscript{E733-C3AF488} and CMG2\textsuperscript{R40C*AF546} and CMG2\textsuperscript{R40C*AF546} in HEPES buffered saline + Tween-20 (HBST; 50 mM HEPES pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM CaCl\textsubscript{2}, 0.1% Tween-20). Fluorescence emission spectra of the red-shifted versions of PA and CMG2 were measured in a similar fashion.

IC\textsubscript{50} for both tannic acid and cisplatin was determined by addition of serial dilutions of the inhibitors in DMSO to a solution of CMG2\textsuperscript{R40C*AF546} in HBST followed by addition of PA\textsuperscript{E733C*AF488} to a final concentration similar to that used in the screening assay (13 nM CMG2\textsuperscript{R40C*AF546}, 7.5 nM PA\textsuperscript{E733C*AF488}) in 96-well plates. Plates were incubated for 4 hours and read on a Genios (Tecan) plate reader with a 485/10 nm excitation filter and 535/13 nm and 585/11 nm emission filters. The F385 nm/F535 nm fluorescence emission ratio was measured and plotted as a function of final inhibitor concentration. The cisplatin binding isotherm was fit to a single-site binding model using Sigmaplot (Systat).

High throughput screening

For high throughput screening, 30 \( \mu l \) of a solution of 17 nM CMG2\textsuperscript{R40C*AF546} in HBST was added to the wells of a barcode labeled Corning 3710 384-well-plate using a WellMate liquid handling robot (Matrix Technologies) with integrated stacker. Next, 0.3 \( \mu l \) of test compound (5 – 10 mg/mL) diluted in DMSO was added by pin transfer using a custom Epson robot to duplicate plates. Following a 1–3 hour incubation, 10 \( \mu l \) of a 30 nM PA\textsuperscript{E733C*AF488} solution in 50 mM HEPES pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM CaCl\textsubscript{2} was then added to all wells using the Wellmate and plates were incubated for 3–4 hours. Final CMG2 concentration (13 nM) and PA concentration (7.5 nM) were sufficient to promote quantitative binding of CMG2 in the absence of effective inhibitors, based on the previously reported \( k_d \) (\( \geq 170 \mu M \)) [58]. Incubation lengths varied between individual wells, as a function of the time required for delivery of library compounds to individual positions in the well-plate. Following incubation, plates were read on an Envision (PerkinElmer) plate reader using a 485/14 excitation filter, with 535/25 and 595/60 emission filters incorporating a barcode reader to correlate fluorescence measurements with plates. For each plate, 32 positive control wells were generated by adding 10mM EDTA to the CMG2 solution; 32 negative control wells were generated by addition of 10 mM NaCl to the CMG2 solution. Control wells did not receive addition of library compound(s).

Endothelial cell migration assay

Human microvascular endothelial cells (Lonza) were maintained in EGM-2 media (Lonza) according to the vendor’s instructions and used before passage 7. Polycarbonate transwell inserts, 6.5 mm diameter with 8.0 \( \mu m \) pores (Corning), were coated with 20\( \mu g/ml \) fibronectin (Sigma) overnight at 4\( ^\circ \)C. Cells were harvested and resuspended in EBM media (Lonza) containing 0.1% bovine serum albumin (Sigma). Cells (10,000 per well) were plated onto wells and placed within wells containing full serum EGM-2 medium alone or EGM-2 medium containing the molecule to be tested. Cells were allowed to migrate for 4 h with 5% CO\textsubscript{2} at 37\(^\circ\)C. Membranes were then rinsed once in PBS, and fixed and processed using Diff-Quick (Dade Diagnostics). Cells on the top of the membrane were removed using cotton-tipped applicators. Membranes were removed from the insert using a scalpel and mounted on slides, and the number of cells in 4 \( 10 \times \) microscopic fields were counted.

Endothelial cell proliferation assay

Human microvascular endothelial cells (HMVECs; Cambrex) were maintained in EGM-2 (Cambrex) according to the manufacturer’s instructions, and used before passage 7. Proliferating cultures of cells were seeded at \( \sim 10\% \) confluence into 96 well plates. After attachment, medium was exchanged into that containing the designated concentration of inhibitor (Cambrex). Cells were allowed to grow for 24 and 72 h and then quantified using CyQUANT (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s protocols. The degree of proliferation in culture was measured by comparison of experimental wells with those fixed in absolute ethanol at \( t = 0 \).

Mouse corneal micropocket assay

The corneal micropocket assay was performed as previously described [16], using pellets containing 80 ng of basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF) in C57BL/6J mice. The treated groups received i.p. injections of compound in PBS. Treatment was started on the day after pellet implantation; control mice received vehicle alone i.p. The area of vascular response was assessed on the 5th postoperative day using a slit lamp. Typically, 10 eyes per group were measured.
Surface plasmon resonance binding assay

Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) was used to determine binding of cisplatin and tannic acid to CMG2. CMG2(R40C) and PA respectively) in HBST and the donor and sensitized emission of 10 nM of each fluorescently labeled binding partner (CMG2 or PAE733C*AF488 (1 μM) or CMG2 R40C C178A*AF546 (1 μM) were preincubated with 500 μM cisplatin in HBST were flowed across the functionalized sensor chip at 10 μl/min and the sensorgrams recorded. Sensorgrams were recorded in triplicate.

FRET kinetic assay

A FRET-based kinetic assay was used to monitor the rate of PA-CMG2 binding in the presence of cisplatin. First, fluorescently labeled PAE733C*AF488 (1 μM) or CMG2 R40C C178A*AF546 (1 μM) were preincubated with 500 μM cisplatin in HBST for 30 minutes. This mixture was then rapidly diluted to a final concentration of 10 nM of each fluorescently labeled binding partner (CMG2 or PA respectively) in HBST and the donor and sensitized emission ratio was monitored over time. Control experiments consisted of preincubation with the DMSO vehicle alone.

Ethical treatment of animals

This study was carried out in strict accordance with the recommendations in the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals of the National Institutes of Health. All animal studies were conducted according to protocols approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Children’s Hospital Boston (Protocol A06-10-008R). All surgery was performed under avertin anesthesia.
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